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ABSTRACT 
We study the nonsingularity radius of a matrix with respect to the maximum row 
Length norm. This continuum problem, which has a simple geometric interpretation, is 
reduced to a finite comparison test. The latter problem, however, turns out to be 
NP-complete. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let Q be a subspace in IF!“’ “. The spectrum of a matrix M E Iw”” n with 
respect to Q is defined as 
aQ(M) = {A E Qldet(M - A) = 0). 
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Let II* (1 be a norm on R”‘“. We are interested in the smallest norm 
appearing among the elements in ca(M ), i.e., we want to study the number 
which we call the nonsingularity radius of M with respect to Q and 11. II. 
Note that when gQ(M) z 0 the nonsingularity radius indeed exists. When 
U,(M) = 0 we set vQ ,,,.,, (M) = W. Th e n otion of nonsingularity radius has 
its importance in robust stability issues of control systems (see [2]>. Here, 
usually, Q is a direct sum of scalar multiples of the identity and the full matrix 
space, and (I*Il is the spectral norm. The notion appears also in the context of 
solving linear equations where the coefficients are known to lie in certain 
intervals as a result of roundoff, truncation, or data errors. Typically, in this 
case Q = lRnXn and I)*11 is the maximum among weighted absolute values of 
the entries (see, e.g., 141, [5], and [l]). 
In the present paper we consider the maximum row length norm on 
[w “Xn, i.e., 
IIMII,,I = max 
i=l,...,n 
where M = (mij)tyj=l. When Q = Rnx” the problem has a geometric 
interpretation as follows: let M,, . . . , M, denote the rows of M. We ask for 
rows vectors Ai,. . . , A,,, whose maximal length is as small as possible, such 
that M, - Ai,. . . , M, - A,, are linearly dependent. 
When Q is a subspace corresponding to rectangular arrays, one can 
compute ‘Q, I/%~~I via a finite comparison test. This is the content of the 
following theorem. For a vector p E Rk we let 1) ~~11 denote its Euclidean 
length. 
THEOREM 0.1. Let 1 < k, 1 < n and let Q be a set of matrices of the 
f OTm 
Q = (Q = (qij):,=l E Rnx” ) qij = 0, i > Zorj > k). (0.1) 
For a given n x n matrix M, the nonsingularity radius with respect to the 
maximum row length norm is given by 
-1 
%11~11m,1( M, = ’ (O-2) 
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where p,, = w9&, consists of the first k components of the qth column 
of M-l. The number in (0.2) should be interpreted as 0 when det M = 0 
dnd as D= when det M # 0, and 
ml+l,k+l ... 
rank : 
1 . 
ml+ 1. fl 
: I 
=n-l-k. (0.3) 
mn,k+l ‘** m n,n 
If the optimum in (0.2) is attained at w = pI + CL, = 2 7rc, py E [Wk. then an 
optimal A is 
A opt = 
4 4 . . . d, 0 ... 0 
. . . 9Tldk 0 ... 0 
. . . “,d, 0 ... 0 
. . . 0 0 a.. 0 
. . . ; (j . . . 0 
(0.4) 
with dj = w,/ll~j1~, i = 1,. . . , k. 
The main observation in the proof is that the optimum is reached at a 
rank 1 matrix A whose first 1 rows are of equal length. 
Let us illustrate the main result. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let M = 
Since 
we get that 
Thus vQ, ,i.limrl(M) = II p1 - ~~11~~ = f fi, and 
A = 
opt 
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In geometric terms it means we want to subtract vectors 
(zi:) and (2) 
from 
(i) and ($ 
respectively, such that the resulting vectors are linearly dependent. It is not 
hard to see geometrically that 
(:I)=-(I:)=[-;) 
is indeed the optimal choice. 
It should be noted that the reduction in the theorem is quite significant, 
since it reduces the problem of determining vo, ,,.,,mr, to the question: Which 
of the 2l-l vectors pi + /.L~ + a** f /.L[ E IWk is the longest? In the case that 
the entries (M-‘)ij, 1 Q i < k, 1 < k Q I, all have equal sign (for instance, 
when M is an M-matrix) the determination of this maximum is trivial 
(namely, it is attained at C pi). In general, however, finding the maximum is 
not so easy. In fact, we shall show that determining the maximum is an 
NP-complete problem (when k > I>. As an aside, we show that the problem 
of determining the minimal length among the above vectors is also an 
NP-complete problem (even when the pi’s are scalars). 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1 
We let M[i,j] d enote the (n - I)-submatrix of M obtained by deleting 
its ith row and jth column. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For a fixed k < n, let 
d, -.a d, 0 **a 0 
p ... p y *” 0 
;, (j . . . (j ;, . . . (j 
\ 
dj E R,i = 
t 
1 k ,***, 
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Then 
‘Q> 11~11mr1( M, = 
ldet MI 
-JIZ~=I ldet M[I, ill2 ’ 
(1.1) 
where the quotient should be interpreted as zero when det M = 0 and as 
infinity when det M # 0 but det M[l, i] = 0 for all i = 1,. . . , k. When (1.1) 
is finite, an optimal element in uQ( M > (C Q) is given by 
dj = 
(-l)“+‘(det M)(det M[l, i]) 
(det M[l, 11)” + *** +(det M[l, k])’ ’ 
i=l 
‘.’ 
.,k. (1.2) 
Proof. Let M E R”‘“. When det M = 0 clearly vQ, ,,_,, $ M) = 0. So 
assume that det M # 0. Furthermore, if det M[l, i] = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k, 
then 
det m.2’ 
. . . 
m2k m2,k+l -” m2n 
= det M f 0 
m,, ... mnk m n,k+l 
. . . m nn , 
for all di. In that case, a,(M) = 0 and thus vQ, ,,.,,,,~M) = a. Thus, the 
proposition holds true for this case. 
Assuming det M # 0 and not all det M[l, i ] are zero for all i = 1, . . . , k, 
we have aQ( M) # 0 and thus there exists a A, E aq( M ). Clearly, 
‘Q,,,. ,,,” ,,( M > G IIAOll, 
and so one may now restrict attention to the compact set 
{A E cQ( M) 1 IIN G llA,Jl). 
Thus, the minimum is indeed attained, at A’, say, where 
A’ = 
d; . . . d; 0 . . . (j 
0 . . . 0 0 ... 0 
. . . . 
;, . . . (j ;, . . . 0 I 
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Note that the k-tuple Cd;, . . . , ~2;) is the optimum in the 
strained minimization problem: 
min(df + *.* +d,2) over {(d,,...,d,) Idet(M - A) = O}, 
WOERDEMAN 
following con- 
where A E Q. Defining h to be 
h(d,,..., d,, A) = d,2 + ... +df - Adet( M - A) 
and using Euler-Lagrange multipliers, we get 
ah dh ah 
- = .,. 
ad, = ad, = dh = 
0 at (d’,,...,d;). 
Solving, we obtain 
2di + (-l)‘+“Adet M[l, i] = 0 for i = l,...,k, 
and, assuming det M[l, i,] # 0 for some i, E (1,. . . , k}, 
d, = ( - l)imiodio det M[l, i] 
z det M[l, i,] ’ 
i=l 
“.*’ k. 
Substituting these solutions into det(M - A) = 0 and solving for di, we get 
di = 
( - l)i+l(det M)(det M[l, i]) 
(det M[l, 11)’ + **a +(det M[l, k])2 * 
SO 
vo,,,.,,,,( M) = dw = 
ldet M 1 
dCfzl ldet M[l, ill” ’ 
thus proving the proposition. 
For the following results, we let Mi and Ai denote the ith rows of the 
matrices M and A, respectively. Furthermore, we let ej denote the vector 
whose only nonzero entry is the number 1 located in the jth position. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let Q be defined us in (0.0, and let M E R”‘” be .ruch 
that 0 < UQ, ,,.,,,,fM) < ~0. Suppose h E aQ(M > is such that 
for some i E {I,. . . , 1). Then 
det(( M - A)[i,j]) = 0, j=l , . . . . k. 
Consequently, Ai day be replaced by any other row oector without 
qfecting A E uQ(M). 
Proof. Let A and i be defined as above, and suppose that for some 
j E 11,. . . , k) we have that det(( M - A)[ i, j]) # 0. Let E be the matrix with 
zeros everywhere except for a 1 in the (i, j)th position. Consider 
f( a, /3) = det( M - ah - j?E), 
where (Y, /3 E R. Clearly, f is continuous in (Y and p, f<l, 0) = 0, and 
f( a, P) = det( M - (YA) - (-l)‘+jP det(( M - aA)[i, j]). 
Choose y < 1 so that det(( M - cuA)[i, j]) # 0 for all CK E (y, 11. Then 
P(cY) := 
det( M - oA) 
( -l)i+‘det((M - oA)[i, j]) 
is well defined for (Y E (y, l], and 
Now choose y < cq, < 1 so that 
11 qAi + /3( q&r 11 < ll~llmr,. 
This is possible because llAill < IIAllnlrl, P(l) = 0, and /N(Y) is continuous in 
o. Then 
M - [ o,A + P( a”) E] 
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is singular, and 
11 a,A + PC ‘~o)Eii mr, Q max{q, llAllmrl, IIqAi + P(a,,)eTII} < IlAllmrl, 
contradicting the fact that llAllrnrl = uo, ,,.,,,,I(M). Thus det((M - A)[i, j]> = 0 
for all j E {i,. . . , k). Consequently, replacing the ith row in A by any row 
vector will not affect the singularity of M - A. This proves the proposition. 
??
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let Q be as in (O.l), and let M E R “’ * be such that 
0 < vQ, ,,.,,,,$ M) < M. Then there exists a A E oo( M) of rank 1 such that 
IlAill = IlAllmr~ = YQ,II.II,,,(M)> i=l 1 )...) . 
Proof. Let A E aQ(M), so that llAllmrl = vQ ,,,.,, , (M) (> 0). Let W = 
rowspace(M - A> and W’ = W n span{er, . . . , el). 
We will first show that dim W’ < k. This is immediate if k = n, so 
assume k < n. Suppose to the contrary that dim W’ = k. Then W’ = 
span{ e:, . . . , e;). Since M - A is singular, there exists a vector 0 # u E W ’ . 
Since e:, . . . , el E W, the vector w must be of the form 
But then 0 = (M - A)u = Mv, implying M is singular. This, however, 
contradicts ho, ,,,,, ,,I( M > > 0. 
Next, we observe that for each i, Mi - Ai E W. When Mi = wi + ni, 
where wi E W and ni E W L (i = 1, . . . . I>, we have lllzill Q llAill. There- 
fore, replacing A with a matrix N whose rows are nl,. . . , nl, 0,. . . ,O, we 
obtain that rowspace( M - N) c W [thus det( M - N) = 01 and II N llrnrl < 
IIAllmrr. Consequently, we may assume that Ai E W’ , i = 1,. . . , 1. Because 
WLc W’l, wealsoget Ai~W”. 
When dim W’ = k - 1, obviously all nonzero Ai (i = 1,. . . , I> are 
multiples of one another. This results from the fact that Ai E 
W’ i n span{ef, , . . , e:}, the latter of which has dimension equaling 1. Con- 
sequently, A has rank 1. 
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When dim W’ < k - 1 and rank A > 1, one may change a row of A so 
that its rank decreases by I. Clearly, by changing this row, we change the 
dimension of W’ by at most 1, yielding dim W’ < k - 1. Using what we 
know from the previous paragraph, we can continue this process until 
rank A = 1, while simultaneously maintaining A E o,(M) and llA((,,,,1 = 
“Q. Id M)- 
By Lemma 1.2, we know that if one of the rows of A has a norm less than 
IlAlllll~l, we can replace this row with a different row of A whose norm is 
equal to 11 Allmrt while maintaining A E crQ( M >. This proves the proposition. 
??
Note that Proposition 1.3 does not state that necessarily every optimal A 
has rank 1 and its first I rows are of equal length. It is an open problem 
whether there indeed exist examples in which there is an optimal A without 
these properties. 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. When det M = 0, we have that “Q, 11.11 $ M I = 0. 
When det M z 0 and (0.3) is satisfied, one may use the mif;‘imal rank 
formula in [6] to show that oQ( M) = 0, and thus VQ, ll.llo,rfM) = m. 
Assume now 0 < vQ, ,,_,, mr, (M) < 00. Let 
P= 
I 
\ 
1 0 0 -.* 0 
7T2 1 0 ... 0 
5-s 0 1 **. 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
7fl 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 ... 1 
in which TV,..., 7rl E I-1, l), and 
\ 
I 
6 = (Q = (qij)n,j=l E [WnXn 1 qij = 0, i > 1 orj > k}. 
We first show that 
(1.3) 
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with w = pi + C$ =e z-q p,. Indeed, if 
Iv1 \ 
v= 0 
\Oj 
belongs to cr~(P-‘M), th en P-‘M - V is singular, and consequently, so is 
M - PV. Note that 11 PV llmrl = [IV Ilrnrl and that PV E Q. But then it follows 
that 
“Q,,,.,,,,(M) < IIPVIhd = IIVhnrl. 
Taking the minimum of the right hand side over all V E a~( P-lM > yields 
the inequality Q in (1.4). Moreover, by Proposition 1.1 an optimal element 
V in q,(PelM) is given by 
Vij = 
(-l)‘+‘det( P-‘M)det(( P-lM)[l,j]) . 
{det(( P-‘M)[l, 11))’ + **a +{det(( P-‘M)[l, k])}’ ’ ’ = “.““* 
Using the general rule 
B-l = &AdjB, 
one may verify that Vij = wj/llw112, where w = p1 + C$=, r7 p’4 is the first 
column of (PelM>-’ = M-‘P. But then llVllmrr = I/llwll, concluding the 
proof of (1.4). 
Next we show that for a particular choice of P as in (1.3) we have that 
vQ.I,.,,,,l( M, 2 v6,,,~,,,,,(P-1M). (1.5) 
By Proposition 1.3 there exists a rank 1 matrix A E uQ( M) such that 
IIAill = llAllmrt = vQ ,,,_,, ,$M>, i = 1,. . . , 1. This implies that there exist 
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‘TZ>..” vr, E {l, -1) such that Ai = niAi, i = 2, . . . 1. Letting 
/ 1 0 0 *.. 0’ 
rrz 1 0 *.. 0 
7r3 0 1 ... 0 
P= : : : and T’ . . . 
=/ 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 ... 0 
(0 0 0 ... 1, 
= 
/ Al’ 
0 
. 3 
\ 0 , 
we get that A = PV. Then M - PV is singular, and thus, so is P-‘M - L’. 
Since V E 6, it follows that 
The statements (1.4) and (1.5) together now yield (0.2). 
2. NP-COMPLETENESS OF FINDING EXTREMA 
OF ALTERNATE COMBINATIONS OF VECTORS 
Let u,,..., Us E DBk. We are concerned with the problem of determining 
and 
‘II (2.1) 
The problem considered in the previous section reduced to the problem 
(2.2). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let ul, . . . , u1 E [Wk. Determining (2.1.) is NP- 
complete. 
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Proof. We shall show that the partition problem (see [3]) is a subprob- 
lem of the above problem. Let ai, . . . , al E N. Recall that the partition 
problem asks whether there exists a subset A of (1, . . . , 1) such that 
xi,‘4 a, = &,* a,. Let e be any vector in [Wk with length 1, and put ui = 
u,e. Then a solution to the partition problem exists if and only if 
min 
II II 
i 
?TqEC-lrl) q=l 
lrqu9 < 1. 
Indeed, if this holds, then for the choices of ri for which the minimum is 
attained we get that C,i= 1 a, = CTi + 1 a,. ??
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ul,. . . , ul E R’. Determining (2.2) is NP-com- 
plete. 
Proof. We shall use the NP-completeness result in [5] to show that the 
cutset problem is a particular case of the above problem. 
Let G = (N, E) be a graph with nodes N and edges E. Let S c N, and 
define the cut dS as the set of all edges with one endpoint in S and one not 
in S. The max-cut problem is to find S maximizing the cardinality ]dSl of dS. 
Deciding whether maxs (dS] is at least a given integer is an NP-complete 
problem. 
Given G = (N, E), represent N by the integers 1,. . . , I, where I = ] N I. 
Let r > 2 ]E]. Define 
if (i,j) E E, i Zj, 
if (i,j) E E, i #j, 
if i =j. 
Then B is symmetric and diagonally dominant, and consequently positive 
definite. Let ui,. . . , ul be vectors in [w” such that (uj, ui> = (B-‘lij. Then 
TB-lp, 
where 
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By [5] (see also [l]), determining 
within a range of error of at most 0.5, gives a solution to the max-cut 
problem. This proves the proposition. ??
Note added in proof. After final acceptance of the paper it was pointed out 
to the authors by Professor S. M. Rump that in the case when k = 1 = n the 
first part of Theorem 0.1 follows from Theorem 111.2.8 in G. W. Stewart and 
J-g Sun, Matrix Perturbation Theory, Academic Press, Boston, 1990. 
We wish to thank the referee for suggestions improving the exposition. 
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